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Christmas and the New Year are just 
around the corner, bringing with them 
fantastic new coin releases, a new 
mintmark design on our Visitors Press as 
well as time to be shared with family and 
friends. This issue features some great 
coins that will make great stocking fillers, 
and cater to every taste.

The front cover of this Mint Issue features 
Australia’s first commemorative $2 coin, 
commemorating Remembrance Day. 
The marking of Remembrance Day is an 
important Australian custom, where we 
take time to remember the fallen from 
conflicts ranging from WWI to those that 
we are involved in today. We hope that this 
$2 coin will help all Australians remember 
this sacrifice.

Before we go any further, I want to 
thank everyone who participated in the 
Consumer Experience Survey. The survey 
was a great success and the Mint has 
used the results to make improvements 
that matter to you. Over 25% of you said 
your online shopping experience with the 
Mint could be improved, so we launched 
a completely remodelled eShop in 
October with a view to serving you better. 
Navigation and interactivity in the new 
eShop is modern and intuitive, and new 
features include more payment options, 
order tracking and enhanced coin images. 

Those customers who have tried to contact 
us by calling the Call Centre over the 
past couple of months would probably 

be aware of the issues we have been 
experiencing with our phone lines.  
This was a server problem, which has now 
been fixed and streamlined to ensure that 
a better quality service is provided.

Our new Legends program is up and 
running, with over 2000 customers signed 
up. We are getting ready to release some 
exclusive made-to-order coins that only 
Legends customers can get their hands 
on, so make sure that you’re signed up so 
you are able to take part in this incredible 
numismatic opportunity.

If you are part of the social media 
landscape, make sure you like our 
Facebook page to get a behind the scenes 
look into the goings on at the Mint. 

On an exciting note, the 2012 $5 Southern 
Sky – The Crux Silver Proof Colour Printed 
Domed coin has sold out! We are however 
looking forward to 2013 when the next 
release in this theme will be released.

Happy collecting!

Ross MacDiarmid 
Chief Executive Officer 
Royal Australian Mint

Dear Collector
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Cover image: Australian War Memorial.  
Photographer: Norman Bradford Stuckey, ID No:060292.
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2012 $2 Colour Printed  
Uncirculated Coin
This is the first time that the Royal Australian Mint has 
created a commemorative $2 coin. It is also the first 
time we have coloured our $2 coin, which was first 
released for circulation in 1988. 

The red poppy of northern France and Belgium 
symbolised the sacrifice of blood of brothers, fathers 
and friends that would never return home from 
World War I, and was used to mark the Armistice of 
11 November 1918. This flower has now been adopted 
as a sign of remembrance for the fallen across all 
conflicts. This uncirculated 'C' mintmark coin features 
the Flanders poppy as a symbol of those who have 
sacrificed their lives for our freedom, printed in 
brilliant scarlet.

Finished using the Royal Australian Mint’s advanced 
colour printing technology, the 2012 Remembrance 
Day $2 Colour Printed Uncirculated Coin will be an 
enduring tribute to the memory of the fallen.

Price: $12.95 310272

Nominal Specifications: $2  |  AlBr  |  6.60 g  |  20.50 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  A. Baggio

$2 ‘C’ mintmark
remembrance day

310272
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2013 TWO COIN YEAR SETS
Mining has made an enormous impact on Australian lives and the Australian economy.  

From coal to gold, we do it well! 

Although small deposits of coal, lead, and copper were found not long after the establishment  
of the British colony, it was the discovery of gold near Bathurst in 1851 that really led to the  

economic success created by Australia’s rich natural resources.

Today, mining can be found Australia wide, making it a significant primary industry  
and contributor to the Australian economy.
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MINING
AUSTRALIAN

Gold drew migrants from Europe, North America and 
China, boosting Australia’s population considerably 
during the 1850s. From these beginnings grew a mining 
industry that constitutes more than five per cent of 
Australia’s gross domestic product today.

We celebrate the history of Australian Mining with 
these limited edition Two Coin Year Sets available  
with either a proof or uncirculated finish.

2013 Two Coin Proof Year Set
Price: $55.00   210150 

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  AlBr  |  9.00 g  |  25.00 mm  |  proof  |  25 000  |  A. Stokic 
20c  |  CuNi  |  11.30 g  |  28.52 mm  |  proof  |  25 000  |  A. Stokic 

2013 Two Coin Uncirculated Year Set
Price: $20.00   310200 

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  AlBr  |  9.00 g  |  25.00 mm  |  uncirculated  |  40 000  |  A. Stokic
20c  |  CuNi  |  11.30 g  |  28.52 mm  |  uncirculated  |  40 000  |  A. Stokic

210150

210150

310200

310200

210150
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2013 six coin year sets
Quality Craftmanship – Innovative Design

Special Editions

In 2013, the Royal Australian Mint is focusing on the details of another Australian classic, the Stuart 
Devlin designed 20c coin, and making it distinctive. One of Australia’s most endearing national icons, 
the inquisitive platypus, is brought to life through highlights applied in hyper-metallic printing and 
selective gold plating.
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2013 six coin year sets
Quality Craftmanship – Innovative Design

2013 six coin 
year sets
The Royal Australian Mint’s annual six coin year set 
releases are highly anticipated by both seasoned 
collectors and those just starting their coin collecting 
hobby, through the rediscovery of designs that 
are familiar but become spectacular!

Six Coin Proof Year Set 
Selectively Gold Plated 20c Coin
The superior skills of the craftspeople of the Royal 
Australian Mint are beautifully depicted on the 
spectacular selectively gold plated 20c piece, only 
available as a part of the 2013 Six Coin Proof Set.

Price: $130.00 210130

Designer: S. Devlin; $2 – H. Hahne

Six Coin Uncirculated Year Set 
Hyper-metallic 20c Coin
The detail in our 20c piece has never been so evident 
than on this year’s hyper-metallic uncirculated 
coin, only available as a part of the 2013 Six Coin 
Uncirculated Set.

Price: $32.50 310178

Designer: S. Devlin; $2 – H. Hahne

210130

310178
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2012 50c Uncirculated 
Tetra-decagon Coin 

Now iN SToCk!

The Royal Australian Mint is proud to release Australia’s 
first fourteen sided coin. This coin begins a new 
international lunar series with the most powerful 
animal of the calendar – the dragon. 

Card Wallet:   $12.50   410041 

Perspex Australia:  $12.50   410073

 Nominal Specifications: 50c  |   CuNi  |   15.37 g  |   31.51 mm  |   uncirculated  |   unlimited  |   A. Vorodeyev

2013 50c Uncirculated 
Tetra-decagon Coin 

AVAiLABLE SooN!

This 50c coin, although legal tender, is unique in that it 
features fourteen sides!

Card Wallet:   $12.50   410046 

Perspex Australia:  $12.50   410075

 Nominal Specifications: 50c  |   CuNi  |   15.37 g  |   31.51 mm  |   uncirculated  |   unlimited  |   A. Stokic

Dragon
2012 Lunar Year of the 

Snake
2013 Lunar Year of the 

410073

410046
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These coins will bring good fortune to your Lunar  
New Year celebrations. Year of the Snake people are said 
to possess great wisdom, and are deep, quiet thinkers 
with calm, intense natures. They are talented and 
graceful and enjoy the finer things in life, and often get 
involved in great causes as well as serving as mentors.

2013 $10 Gold Proof Coin
Price: $360.00   210143

Nominal Specifications: $10  |  Au 99.9%  |  1/10 oz  |  17.53 mm  |  proof  |  2500  |  A. Baggio 

2013 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Price: $55.00   210141

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  Ag 99.9%  |  11.66 g  |  25.00 mm  |  proof  |  10 000  |  A. Baggio

2013 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Price: $13.50   310182

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  AlBr  |  9.00 g  |  25.00 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  A. Baggio

2012 Year of  the Dragon coins still available! 

210141

210141

210143

210143

310182

310182
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Are you celebrating some of life’s big events in 2013?

Gift selection can be difficult, make it easy for yourself! 
You can purchase your gift online though our eShop, 
by contacting our friendly Call Centre team or by filling 
out the attached mail order form. You can either opt 
for the gift to be posted to you, or we can send it to the 
gift recipient on your behalf.

2013 Baby Set – Australian Unc Coins
Price $45.00   310179

Mintage: Unlimited   |   $1 & Medallion Designer: A. Baggio

2013 Baby Set – Australian Proof Coins
Price: $125.00   210131

Mintage: Unlimited   |   Medallion Designer: A. Baggio

Please note: For full nominal specifications of these products visit our website at www.ramint.gov.au

2013 Baby Set
Dot and the Kangaroo

310179

210131

310179
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Do you feel uneasy just giving cash at a wedding?  
Then give a set of proof coins that you can personalise 
but still participate in modern and cultural traditions. 
Giving a set of proof coins will set you apart from 
other guests and show that you really wish the couple 
happiness and prosperity.

This coin set is presented in a leatherette case and 
accompanied by a plaque and printed card where you 
can enclose that something extra – even though on 
their own these coins will impress. Stunning proof coins 
will be a welcome inclusion in any wedding gift register 
or for those special wedding anniversaries in 2013.

Price: $145.00 210132

Mintage: Unlimited

Please note: For full nominal specifications of these products visit our website at www.ramint.gov.au

2012 sets still available.

2013 Australian 
Wedding Coin Collection

Engrave your  
message here

210132
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In 2013 we look back at the first encounters 
between European explorers’ and these unique 
animals. How did they portray these animals to 
show incredulous audiences far away in their 
countries of origin? The first release of the First 
Explorers’ Sightings theme celebrates George 
Stubbs’ 1773 impression of a kangaroo.

The kangaroo has remained an object of 
fascination to all visitors to Australia, and has 
become synonymous with our great land.

These coins, bearing the iconic Stubbs portrait, will 
be available in three varieties. Given the popularity 
of this series, be quick to secure them for your 
collection! As the $10 gold proof mintage is only 
1500, there is a limit of two per customer.

2013 $10 Gold Proof Coin
Price: $360.00 210105

Nominal Specifications:  $10  |  Au 99.99%  |  1/10 oz  |  17.53 mm  |  proof  |  1500  |  A. Baggio

2013 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Price: $100.00 210103

Nominal Specifications:  $1  |  Ag 99.9%  |  1 oz  |  40.00 mm  |  proof  |  20 000  |  A. Baggio

2013 $1 Silver Frosted Uncirculated Coin
Price: $80.00 310155

Nominal Specifications:  $1  |  Ag 99.9%  |  1 oz  |  40.00 mm  |  frosted uncirculated  |  20 000  |  A. Baggio

Kangaroo Series2013

E X P L O R E R S ’  F I R S T  S I G H T I N G S

210105

210103

310155
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2012 $1 Fine Silver Proof Coin
The contemporary design on the Kangaroo 
at Sunset coin, reproduced on this fine silver 
$1 silver coin, is one of the most sought-after 
designs from the Royal Australian Mint. 

Price: $65.00 210101

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  Ag 99.9%  |  6.03 g  |  21.69 mm  |  proof  |  5000  |  W. Pietranik

kangaroo at Sunset watch (Men's)
For fans of the Kangaroo at Sunset coin, it is now 
available in a Coinwatch! This stunning design has been 
transformed into a watch face that you can enjoy at all 
hours. It is the perfect gift for all lovers of Australian 
coin design.

Price: $699.00 210220

Kangaroo Series2013

E X P L O R E R S ’  F I R S T  S I G H T I N G S

210101

210220

KANGAROO  
AT SUNSET
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2013 50c Uncirculated Coin
With around 2.5 million recreational surfers taking 
advantage of Australia’s vast coastline, surfing can  
truly be called a national pastime. 

Pioneered by Hawaiian Duke Kahanamoku in 1914, 
recent generations have seen it become a serious 
professional sport and cultural icon.

Surfing Australia was established fifty years ago to 
guide and promote the development of Australian 
surfing, and has represented the sport locally and 
internationally through surf schools, development 
programs, camps, coaching, and sponsorships.

This commemorative 50c piece is housed in innovative, 
self-supporting packaging and is a colourful creation 
that will brighten up any collection. 

Check out our Facebook page for a video from 
SurfingAustralia.tv which allows you to step behind the 
scenes and learn how this coin was made.

Price: $9.00 310204

Nominal Specifications:  50c  |  CuNi  |  15.55 g  |  31.51 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  A. Stokic

310204
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50 YEARS OF THE BATHURST ENDURANCE RACE

2013 50c Uncirculated Coin
For 50 years we have watched the thrills and spills of 
the big race around Mount Panorama. Now the most 
anticipated race on the V8 racing calendar, some of 
Australia’s greatest motor racing battles have been 
waged on the mountain at Bathurst.

The Bathurst 1000 represents the beating heart of 
motorsport for Australian fans, who often set up camp 
onsite more than a week in advance!

Bathurst’s endurance racing history began with the 
Armstrong 5000 in the early 1960s, and its change to 
1000 kilometres in 1973 alongside the introduction 
of the metric system was one of the most significant 
changes to this great race.

Price: $9.00 310133

Nominal Specifications:  50c  |  CuNi  |  15.55 g  |  31.51 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  D. Neale

310133
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210114

2012  
GOLD PROOF  
YEAR SET
Australian Miniature Money
The images featured on Australia’s first decimal coins 
are as familiar to Australians as they are intriguing and 
world renowned.

This coin set features the 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c, round 
50c, $1 and $2 coins at all the same size and in one 
collection. This collection is unique as these are some 
of the smallest coins we have ever made at the  
Royal Australian Mint. Struck in 99.99% gold, these 
designs created by Stuart Devlin and Horst Hahne 
beautifully highlight our unique Australian currency.

This unique eight coin set is presented in a wooden 
case with each of the coins individually removable 
from the case.

This set is a highly affordable way to acquire a full set 
of Australia’s circulating coin designs in gold, with its 
uniqueness being an important part of this collection.

Price: $590.00   210114

Nominal Specifications: 
1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c, $1, $2 |   Au 99.99%   |   0.5 g   |   11.15 mm   |   proof   |   2000   |   S. Devlin/H. Hahne

Actual Size
11.15 mm 11.15 mm
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2012 50th Anniversary  
of The Australian Ballet
The Australian Ballet first performed in 1962.  
Fifty years on, the company presents over 200 
performances annually, showcasing a culturally rich 
Australian institution and successfully bringing the  
art of ballet to many thousands of people globally.  
The Australian Ballet continues to bring cherished 
classics and ground-breaking new works to an 
international audience. Their versatility and  
technical excellence are world renowned.

This coin presents a quintessential image of a 
performance by The Australian Ballet. The silver  
proof coin is presented in an embellished box with  
a Certificate of Authenticity, while the uncirculated  
coin is presented in a ballet-themed card.

2012 50c Silver Proof Coin 
Price: $80.00   210116
Nominal Specifications: 50c   |   Ag 99.9%   |   18.24 g   |   31.51 mm   |   proof   |   5000   |   A. Baggio

2012 50c Uncirculated Coin 
Price: $9.00   310171
Nominal Specifications: 50c   |   CuNi   |   15.55 g   |   31.51 mm   |   uncirculated   |   unlimited   |   A. Baggio

THE
AusTrAliAn  
BAllET

210116

210116

310171

310171
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2012 Fine Silver Proof Set
A momentous change took place in the Solomon 
Islands in July this year and for the first time in  
35 years, Solomon Islanders have a set of five  
attractive new circulating coins. 

To celebrate this significant event, the Royal Australian 
Mint has produced a stunning set in 99.9% silver that 
perfectly captures the fine details of these exquisite 
designs.

Each coin reflects a vibrant Solomon Islands, one that is 
proud of its culture and heritage: the sea spirit on the 
10c; the pendant design on the 20c; the eagle gracing 
the 50c; the symbolic Nguzu Nguzu on the $1; and a 
new design; the Bokolo, features on the $2 coin.

The five coin fine silver set is handsomely housed in a 
leatherette case with themed outer packaging in the 
vibrant colours of the Pacific Islands. Each set includes 
a Certificate of Authenticity.

Price: $242.00     510182

Nominal Specifications:  
10c |   Ag  99.9% |   17.00 mm   |   2.90 g  |   proof   |   1500
20c |   Ag  99.9% |   19.00 mm   |   3.52 g  |   proof   |   1500
50c |   Ag  99.9% |   21.00 mm   |   4.64 g  |   proof   |   1500
$1 |   Ag  99.9% |   21.14 mm   |   7.70 g  |   proof   |   1500
$2 |   Ag  99.9% |   10.30 mm   |   24.70 g  |   proof   |   1500

solomon
islands

Central Bank of Solomon Islands

510182
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ANIMALS OF THE 
ZOO SERIES
2012 $1 Colour Printed Coins
The last two coins from the Animals of the Zoo  
six coin series are now available! These coins feature 
the Orang-utan and Goodfellow’s Tree-Kangaroo 
respectively. 

The Orang-utan is the largest tree-dwelling mammal in 
the world and shares 97% of our DNA. The Goodfellow’s 
Tree-Kangaroo is an endangered species which lives in 
mountainous forests and can leap to the ground from 
heights of more than 18 metres. 

This collection is bright and appealing with  
interesting information about the animals on the  
back of the presentation card. This is the first time the 
Royal Australian Mint has made Australian currency 
featuring exotic animals.

orang-utan 310126

Goodfellow’s Tree-kangaroo 310129

Southern Corroboree Frog 310120

Sumatran Tiger 310123

western Lowland Gorilla 310117

Asian Elephant 310114

All priced at $15.00 each

Nominal Specifications: 
$1   |   AlBr   |   9.00 g   |   25.00 mm   |   colour printed frosted uncirculated   |   unlimited   |   A. Baggio

310123310117310120310114

310126
310129
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310139

2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin
The Royal Australian Mint’s Inspirational Australians 
series commemorates people who have made an 
extraordinary contribution to our nation, and in 2012 
the series celebrates the life of Sir Douglas Mawson. 
Mawson is well known for his pioneering Antarctic 
exploration and study, particularly for leading the 
Australasian Antarctic Expedition in 1911. This was the 
most famous undertaking by the explorer, scientist, 
geologist and university professor. This coin depicts  
Sir Douglas Mawson amid a map of the Antarctic 
territory, as a celebration of his scientific and geological 
studies within the area. He was knighted in 1914 for  
his achievements, and with the outbreak of WWI served 
in the British Ministry of Munitions. On his return to 
Australia after the war he pursued his studies, with the 
inclusion of further expeditions, over several years,  
to the Antarctic.

Although he made many achievements throughout his 
lifetime, it is the depicted image on this coin that will 
remain as his legacy. Sir Douglas Mawson will always 
be remembered as one of Australia’s, and indeed the 
world’s, foremost scientific explorers.

Price: $13.50 310139

Nominal Specifications:  $1  |  AlBr  |  9.00 g  |  25.00 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  W. Pietranik

2012 inspirational Australians

Sir Douglas Mawson
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Royal Collection
2012 Diamond Jubilee

210072

310078

510205

The St Edward’s Crown was used in The Queen’s 
coronation ceremony in 1953 which is why it  
takes centre stage in these magnificent designs for  
Her Majesty’s Diamond Jubilee. 

2012 50c Fine Silver Proof Coin

Price $80.00 210072

Nominal specifications: 50c  |  Ag 99.9%  |  18.24 g  |  31.51 mm  |  proof  |  10 000  |  S. Devlin

2012 50c Uncirculated Coin

Price $9.00 310078

Nominal specifications: 50c  |  CuNi  |  15.55 g  |  31.51 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  S. Devlin

2012 Solomon islands 
Royal Visit of the Duke and  
Duchess of Cambridge 

2012 $2 Colour Printed Silver Proof Coin
This coin was produced to commemorate the  
royal visit to the Solomon Islands of the Duke and 
Duchess of Cambridge, official representatives of 
Her Majesty The Queen during the Commonwealth 
Diamond Jubilee Tour in 2012. 

Price $110.00 510205

Nominal specifications: $2  |  Ag 99.9%  |  1 oz  |  40 mm  |  proof  |  2500  |  A. Baggio
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50 Years of The Australian Ballet PNC

2012 50c Uncirculated Coin

Price: $19.95 801447

Limited  stock available

50 Years of Bathurst PNC

2013 50c Uncirculated Coin

Price: $19.95 801473

Limited  stock available

Sir Douglas Mawson PNC

2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin

Price: $15.95 801445

Stock  available

Australian Zoos Sumatran Tiger PNC

2012 $1 Colour Printed Uncirculated Coin

Price: $15.95 801446

Stock  available

philatelic numismatic covers

801447

801473

801445

801446
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2012 AFL Premiership

2012 AFL Premiership Collection

Price: $295.00 801489

2012 $1 Unc AFL Premiership Coin 

Price: $19.95 801486

2012 $1 Unc AFL Premiership PNC 

Price: $19.95 801481

2013 Year of the Snake 
Lunar precious metal collection
In 2013, the Royal Australian Mint will be unveiling the  
Year of the Snake, which will be part of the new lunar  
precious metal collection. Each coin will be housed in a  
soft leatherette case and include a certificate of authenticity.

2013 $1 Silver Coin (1 oz) $82.00   210174

2013 $10 Silver Coin (5 oz) $355.00   210176

2013 $30 Silver Coin (1 kg)  $1,800.00   210178

2013 $100 Gold Coin (1 oz)  $2,455.00   210180

2013 $500 Gold Coin (5 oz)  $13,091.00   210182

2013 $3000 Gold Coin (1 kg) $79,000.00   201184

Note: The two coins above are made to order only.

801489

801486

210174

CoMiNG SooN!
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have you missed…                               these products still available!

70th Anniversary of kokoda Trail

2012 50c Uncirculated Coin

Price: $9.00 310137

Nominal Specifications: 50c  |  CuNi  |  15.55 g  |  31.51 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  W. Pietranik

Please note: While the product title is spelt correctly on the packaging of this product, 
the font style used has led to confusion surrounding the interpretation of the title.

Shores Under Siege –  
Bombing of Australia 1942

2012 50c and 20c Uncirculated Three Coin Set

Price: $25.50 310152

Nominal Specifications: 1 x 50c  |  CuNi  |  15.55 g  |  31.51 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  W. Pietranik
 2 x 20c  |  CuNi  |  11.30 g  |  28.52 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  A. Baggio 

Australia Remembers – Merchant Navy

2012 20c Uncirculated Coin

Price: $8.00 310131 

Nominal Specifications: 20c  |  CuNi  |  11.30 g  |  28.52 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  W. Pietranik

Mintmark – wheat Sheaf Dollar

2012 $1 Silver Proof ‘C’ Mintmark wheat Sheaf Dollar

Price: $55.00 210087 

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  Ag 99.9%  |  11.66 g  |  25.00 mm  |  proof  |  12 500  |  G. Kruger Gray

2012 $1 Uncirculated Four Coin 
Mintmark and Privy Mark Set (C,S,B,M)

Price: $19.00 310105

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  AlBr  |  9.00 g  |  25.00 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  G. Kruger Gray

310137

310152

310131

310105 210087
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have you missed…                               these products still available!

2012 Two Coin Year Sets –  
Australian wheat Fields of Gold

Since the early days of settlement, Australian Wheat 
has played an important role in Australia's national 
economy. In 2012 these two coin sets were produced 
to reflect this outstanding contribution to Australia's 
agricultural and economic development.

2012 Two Coin Proof Year Set

Price: $53.00 210096

Nominal Specifications: 25 000  |  W. Pietranik

2012 Two Coin Uncirculated Year Set

Price: $19.00 310092 

Nominal Specifications: 40 000  |  W. Pietranik

Australian Year of the Farmer

2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin

Price: $13.50 310144 

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  AlBr  |  9.00 g  |  25.00 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  W. Pietranik

international Year of Co-operatives

2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin

Price: $13.50 310163

Nominal Specifications: $1  |  AlBr  |  9.00 g  |  25.00 mm  |  uncirculated  |  unlimited  |  A. Baggio

210096

310092

310144

310163
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what you might have missed…

2012 Australian wedding Coin Collection

2012 Fine Silver Proof Coins
If you feel uneasy just giving cash at a wedding, then this 
set may just be the solution. The Australian Wedding Coin 
Collection can be personalised, and helps to bridge the 
gap between modern and cultural traditions.

Price: $145.00 210073

Mintage: unlimited

2012 Fine Silver Year Set

2012 Fine Silver Proof Coins

Price: $305.00 210123

2012 Baby Set – Dot and the kangaroo

2012 Baby Set – Australian Proof Coins

Price: $125.00 210093

Mintage: unlimited

2012 Baby Set – Australian Uncirculated Coins

Price: $45.00 310095

Mintage: unlimited  |  $1 coin and medallion designer: A. Baggio

210073

210123

310095

210093
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complete your collection

2012 Six Coin Year Sets

2012 Six Coin Proof Year Set 
Selectively Gold Plated 50c Coin Edition
The showpiece of this collection is undoubtedly the  
selectively gold plated 50c piece, which accentuates  
the Australian Coat of Arms as sculpted by Stuart Devlin.

Price: $130.00 210080

Mintage: 50 000  |  Designer: S. Devlin

2012 Six Coin Uncirculated Year Set 
Hyper-metallic 50c Coin Edition
The 50c piece is the star of this six coin set, with the  
innovative hyper-metallic colour printing that really  
brings the design of the Australian Coat of Arms to life.

Price: $32.50 310080

Mintage: 100 000  |  Designer: S. Devlin

Coins of the Commonwealth Collection Folder

2012 Diamond Jubilee
This fun collection of international currency is great for adults 
and children alike to learn about the coins of the Commonwealth. 
Also find out about the important role of Queen Elizabeth II as  
Head of the Commonwealth in Australia's history. The folder is 
accompanied by a colourful information booklet that describes 
all of the coins and their corresponding nations in more detail.

Price: $35.00 310079

Mintage: unlimited 310079

210080

310080
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We are gearing up for the New Year’s 
changeover of the Visitor Press from the 
2012 design to a brand new design for 
2013. If you want to be the lucky collector 
who gets to press the final coin for 2012, 
make sure that you are at the Mint before 
2.30 pm on New Year's Eve to go in the 
ballot to make the last coin of the year. In 
2013 we are excited to be celebrating an 
important milestone in Australian coining 
history, the bicentenary of Australia’s first 
currency, the Holey Dollar and Dump.

If you have not yet signed up for the Royal 
Australian Mint’s Legends program, you can 
join by ticking the box on your order form, 
by contacting our call centre, or online.

We hope you have been enjoying the new 
Mint playing cards. We were interested to 
see a collection of playing cards from the 
Australian Playing Card Collectors Society 
Inc while we were at Sydney ANDA. Thanks 
for sharing, and we hope our cards make it 
into your impressive collection!

off the 
presses
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The new 1250 tonne press is off and 
pressing. The Mint resembled a sardine tin 
for one day recently as they had to remove 
the roof to lift in the new press by crane. 
This new press will allow us to produce 
larger coin sizes.

The new eShop has now been launched 
and we know that you are going to love the 
improvements. You can register and start 
shopping at https://eshop.ramint.gov.au
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To celebrate the arrival of Spring (the weather can get 
somewhat chilly in Canberra so we like to celebrate 
when things get a little bit warmer!), this edition’s  
From the Vault looks at a past coin set released by  
the Mint featuring Australian Floral Emblems. 

Do you know your emblems? 

One of the most spectacular sets depicting flowers 
within the National Coin Collection is the Floral 
Emblems of Australia series. This set was described as 
‘Australia’s most prestigious coin release ever’ upon 
the release of the first coin in the series, the Waratah, 
in 1995 and forms one of the most intricately detailed 
items in the National Coin Collection. 

The Floral Emblems of Australia Series depicted the 
Waratah (Telopea speciosissima) (NSW); Tasmanian 
Blue Gum (Eucalyptus globulus) (TAS); Kangaroo Paw 
(Anigozanthos manglesii) (WA); Sturt’s Desert Pea 
(Swainsona Formosa) (SA); Common or Pink Heath 
(Epacris impressa) (VIC); Cooktown Orchid (Dendrobium 
phalaenopsis) (QLD); Australia’s national flower –  
the Golden Wattle (Acacia pycnantha); Sturt’s Desert 
Rose (Gossypium sturtianum) (NT) and Royal Bluebell 
(Wahlenbergia gloriosa) (ACT). 

from the 
vault
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This series included three different releases for each 
flower, a $150 Gold Proof Coin, $100 Gold Proof Coin and 
a $100 Gold Uncirculated Coin, as well as a lapel badge, 
for that earnest collector that wanted to display their 
love of the Mint’s designs over their heart. These coins 
were released over eight years, finishing with the ACT’s 
Royal Bluebell in 2003. 

Collectors who purchased this set also received a  
limited edition botanic print of each floral emblem,  
by an artist who signed their name as J Lim.

At the time, this coin series was touted as the most 
prestigious coin collection ever offered to Australian coin 
collectors. The mintages offered for each release was 
extremely low, with a maximum of 3000 uncirculated 
$100, 2500 proof $100 and 1500 proof $150 versions of 
each coin to be produced. The quality craftsmanship and 
richness of the pure gold used to create these coins also 
assured collectors that the series would become one of 
the Royal Australian Mint’s finest releases.

Visitors to the Royal Australian Mint during Floriade  
couldn't see the beautiful Floral Emblems of Australia  
coin series, as they are currently stored in our vault,  
but they did enjoy free guided tours during  
the festival.
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Contact details:  Royal Australian Mint
Tel:  1300 652 020  8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri AEST (cost of local call Australia-wide)

International Tel:  +61 2 6202 6800
Fax:  +61 2 6202 6953
Mail:  Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop:  www.ramint.gov.au

© Commonwealth of Australia 2012

NB: Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated.  
All prices are inclusive of GST. For full nominal coin specifications 
please visit our website. All products are subject to availability.  
All new coin releases will also be available to purchase from  
the Mint Coin Shop from 8.30 am on 5 November 2012, unless 
otherwise stated in Mint Issue.

Abbreviations:
Unc – Uncirculated
Frunc – Frosted Uncirculated
Circ – Circulated
SGP – Selectively Gold Plated

2013 $10 Gold Proof 
kangaroo at Sunset Ballot Coin
The most sought after release of the year from  
the Royal Australian Mint is always the spectacular 
Kangaroo at Sunset gold coin. Limited to 1000, 
and only available via ballot, the gold Kangaroo 
at Sunset coin is as investment-worthy as it is 
beautiful. Each coin is presented in a jarrah 
hardwood case and comes with a Certificate  
of Authenticity.

To take part in the ballot for this Wojciech 
Pietranik designed coin, simply fill in the ballot 
form attached to the order form sent with this 
edition of the Mint Issue, and send it back in the 
enclosed envelope. We will need the form back by 
27 November 2012 in order for your ballot entry to 
be valid. Only one ballot submission per customer 
is permitted. 

Price: $650.00 210147

Nominal Specifications: $25  |  Au 99.99%  |  21.69 mm  |  1/5 oz  |  proof  |  1000  |  W. Pietranik

KANGAROO  
AT SUNSET


